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In This IssueHitting DNA, Hurting Golgi
PAGE 413
DNA damage responses include DNA repair, transcriptional changes, and cell-cycle
regulation. Farber-Katz et al. now find that DNA damage also triggers Golgi dispersal
throughout the cytoplasm. They identify a pathway involving DNA-PK and GOLPH3
that regulates Golgi architecture and dynamics. This unappreciated cytoplasmic DNA
damage response plays a significant role in determining cell survival.Greasing Cytokinesis
PAGE 428
Dividing cells experience dramatic membrane rearrangements, yet the role of lipids in
division is unclear. Using RNAi screening and atomic force microscopy, Atilla-Gokcumen et al. show that lipid profiles,
including expression, localization, and physical properties, change significantly from interphase to cytokinesis, suggesting
signaling and structural contributions from lipid populations to cell division.Coaching Lung Stem Cells in 3D
PAGE 440
The mechanisms that direct multipotent stem cell differentiation to a particular lineage to repair injury are unknown. Lee et al.
establish 3D organoid culture methods to analyze the impact of endothelial cells on differentiation of lung stem cells at
the single-cell level. They identify a BMP4-NFATc1-TSP1 axis in endothelial cells that orchestrates alveolar differentiation.
This work may reveal novel therapeutic avenues to directly target lung stem cells or their niche in respiratory diseases.Making and Unmaking of a Membrane
PAGE 469
Autophagy allows cells to eliminate undesired cellular components by sequestering them to autophagosomes that are
delivered to lysosomes for degradation. Kaufman et al. report that Atg8, a key regulator of autophagosome biogenesis,
associates with an autophagy-specific scaffold complex, forming a two-dimensional protein meshwork on the convex side
of the autophagosomal precursor membranes to drive cargo sequestration and phagophore assembly.Structuring Synapses
PAGE 482
Synapses are bridged by receptor-ligand interactions between cell adhesion molecules. O¨zkan et al. find that for the SYG
family of adhesion proteins, the extracellular structural features of the adhesion complexes, including affinity, docking geom-
etry, and rigidity, are important for synapse function. These domains, long thought to provide a ‘‘sticky’’ surface to bridge
cells, instead establish distinct interaction geometries that contribute to close packing at the synapse.Wired for Obesity
PAGE 495
Epidemiological studies have shown that alteredmaternal metabolism impairs an offspring’s
future health. Vogt et al. now demonstrate in mice that mothers that eat a high-fat diet during
lactation have offspring predisposed to obesity and diabetes due to impaired establishment
of hypothalamic neurocircuits that regulatemetabolism. Abrogating insulin signaling in these
neurons can ameliorate the defect.Before Attacking, Neutrophils Seek a Second Opinion
PAGE 456
In a model of urinary tract infection, Schiwon et al. find that the behavior of neutrophils is
controlled by two types of macrophages. Neutrophils are recruited to the infected organ
by tissue-resident sentinel macrophages but are only directed to the frontline, the
uroepithelium, after receiving a confirmation signal from recruited helper macrophages.Cell 156, January 30, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 377
Why Flies Forgo Fritos
PAGE 510
Many animals avoid food lacking essential nutrients, a behavior dependent on nutrient sensing
in the central nervous system. Bjordal et al. use real-time single-neuron resolution imaging to
elucidate a circuit affecting this behavior in flies. A subset of dopaminergic neurons directly
sense nutrients and promote rejection of food lacking nutrient quality. The findings elucidate
amechanism for nutrient quality assessment leading to rejection of insufficiently nutritious food.
Stressing the Importance of LS Circuits
PAGE 522
The amygdala has been themajor focus of investigation into fear and anxiety circuits, but there
are also indications that other brain areas such as the lateral septum (LS) play a role. Using optogenetic circuit mapping,
Anthony et al. show that a population of LS neurons send long-range projections to the hypothalamus, boost circulating corti-
costerone, and enhance stress-induced anxiety behaviors. The findings provide insights into the neural substrates of anxiety
and a cellular foothold on a little-explored brain area.
Motor System’s Dual Carriageway
PAGE 537
Communication between brainstem neurons and spinal cord neurons enables continuous comparison of planned and
executed movement in animals. Pivetta et al. combine mouse genetic and viral tools to reveal a highly complex connectivity
matrix between the spinal cord and the brainstem mediated by diverse dual axon neurons organized by progenitor identity.
The findings reveal a comprehensive logic circuit for feeding information back from motor centers up to cerebellar areas.
Redox Actin’ on Transcription
PAGE 563
Nuclear G-actin regulates the level of a transcriptional activator, MRTF-A, by promoting its nuclear export. Lundquist et al.
show that MICAL-2, an atypical actin-regulatory protein, induces redox-dependent depolymerization of nuclear actin, which
decreases the level of nuclear G-actin and promotes the nuclear retention of MRTF-A, thereby regulating gene transcription.
Auxin Speaks. Arf! Arf!
PAGE 577
Diversification of auxin response in plants lies on the induction of structurally related but functionally distinct auxin response
factors (ARFs), thought to bind different DNA motifs. Boer et al. provide evidence that distinct ARFs bind to similar DNA
sequences. DNA-binding domains also regulate ARF dimerization, and specific gene expression is determined by the
spacing tolerated between the two binding sites, providing a structural rationale for specificity in auxin response.
Combo Therapy Razes Recidivist Cancer
PAGE 590
Eradication of leukemia by antibody therapy is stymied by the persistence of a small drug resistant population of cancer cells
in the bone marrow microenvironment. Using a humanized mouse model, Pallasch et al. discover that low-dose chemo-
therapy in combination with antibody therapy activates the innate immune system to seek out and destroy leukemic cells.
This approach may prove meaningful in targeting metastatic cancers that are refractory to systemic cancer therapy.
Revamped Radiotherapy Routs CSC
PAGE 603
Standard radiation delivery schemes are based on decades-old data predating recent findings on cancer stem cells (CSCs).
Leder et al. employ an iterative theoretical and experimental strategy to predict the efficacy of radiation schedules that take
into consideration the acquisition of radioresistance in CSCs. The authors identify two delivery schedules leading to superior
survival in mice. This framework may help to improve the efficacy of radiation therapy.
Orchestrating Implantation Environment
PAGE 549
In preparation for implantation, uterine vessels become leaky, providing nutrients to the em-
bryo prior to the development of the placenta. Goddard et al. now demonstrate that the in-
crease in vascular permeability prior to and during implantation is the result of a coordinated
effort orchestrated by the progesterone receptor (PR). PR in the endothelium of uterine vessels
triggers the suppression of several junction proteins to promote a timely and local increase in
vascular permeability in response to systemic progesterone.Cell 156, January 30, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 379
